Somewhere in deep space a lone survivor of the starship Taurus makes her escape just before it erupts in a plume of fire.

Crystal! No! Oh, God! The Taurus! It exploded!

This is Marlee Saka calling any survivors of the Taurus! Come in!

Bzzzz...

Nothing... Dammit!
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Gonna get pulverized in this debris fall out...

Gotta move laterally across to clear it.

Not enough fuel to go anywhere else. Gotta make a dash for the planet.

BANHROOM
The battered escape pod enters the atmosphere of the seemingly desolate world.

Very rocky. Damn, gotta find a safe place to land.

Atmosphere seems breathable.

There's a good spot.

Nice and easy.

Computer readings say a bioluminescent energy signature shot from the planet.
SO IT WAS NO ACCIDENT. OUR SHIP WAS ATTACKED.

SO IF WE WERE ATTACKED THAT MEANS THERE IS LIFE HERE.

BUT IT CAME FROM A BIOLOGICAL SOURCE. NEVER HEARD OF A LIFE FORM THAT COULD EMIT ENERGY POWERFUL ENOUGH TO ACHIEVE ESCAPE VELOCITY AND ATTACK SHIPS IN ORBIT.
THAT DOESN'T BODE WELL FOR ME. BEING ALONE HERE. BETTER TAKE SOME PROTECTION.

STRANGE. THE ENERGY READINGS CAME RIGHT FROM THIS SPOT!

WHERE IS IT? THERE HAS TO BE A CREATURE NEARBY.
(GASP) THE GROUND...

WHAT, THE...

RUMBLE

WOAH! HOLY CRAP!

WHAT KIND OF CREATURE...

BLOOSH

WAIT! STAY BACK!

I DON'T WANT TO HURT YOU.
JUST FIRE A WARNING SHOT.

STAY BACK! I CAN HURT YOU.

IT'S STILL COMING CLOSER!

ONE LAST WARNING SHOT!
It's staying back. It may be a sensor for the creature living here.

Are... are you the one that shot down my starship?
CRAP! IT'S MOVING CLOSER!

IWUNN!

SORRY ABOUT THIS. I AM THE ONLY SURVIVOR FROM MY SHIP.

I DIDN'T WANT TO HURT YOU.
I didn't want to kill that thing.

But god help me I gotta try and find a way to communicate with our sister ship, the Gemini.

You shot off my tail?

So they can pick me up?

Ummm... sorry?
WHEN I DESTROYED YOUR SHIP I WAS SURE NO ONE GOT OUT ALIVE.

STAY BACK!

I'VE SO DELIGHTED THAT SUCH A TASTY SPECIMEN LIKE YOU SURVIVED!

MY TAIL HAS LONG SINCE REGENERATED!

I SHOT OFF YOUR TAIL. I CAN TAKE YOUR HEAD TOO!

Wha? My gun!
A weapon malfunction. Or something else? Maybe you have fallen prey to a superior technology!

No! Please! Stay away!

Nngh! Noo! My arm!

But it matters not. All you need concern yourself with is how fast your buttery skin will melt within my steaming belly!

Glomph!

Gnnaah! Just a simple flick of my neck!

Slinging me in the air...

Yaaaah! Nooo!
RIGHT TOWARD MY...

NOW THIS WILL BE A MEAL WORTH THE EFFORT.

SOMETIME LATER. THE CREATURE FINALLY REMOVED THE LAST OF MARLEE'S SKIN TIGHT OUTFIT. NOW HER VULNERABLE NAKED BODY LAY IN FRONT OF HIM.
Gonna take my time. Nice and slow.

I took you far away from your ship. You are defenseless!

Such tender flesh. I must be careful not to damage it.

Nuh... Nngh!
I WANT TO TASTE EVERY NOOK AND CRANNY.

NNGH! STOP... PLEASE...

IT'S TIME, MY DEAR FEMALE HUMAN.

IT'S TIME TO NOURISH ME.

OGR! NUH... DON'T EAT ME...
The large beast tenderly takes Marlee's limp body into his salivating mouth.

So dizzy!
YEAHAWN!

NO! STOP! PLEASE!

NNGH!

CRUNCH!
SOMEONE!
PLEASE! HELP MEEE....

---EEE---

CLOPI!

GRRRRRR!

SWALLOWING MEEE!
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MARLEE'S VOLUPTUOUS BODY SLIDES DOWN THE CREATURE'S TIGHT THROAT.

CHURRN

GLOP

PLEASE! NO!

GAH! YOU WERE DELICIOUS MY DEAR.

SLOWLY SLIDING TOWARD MY ACID FILLED BELLY.

GLUART
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The creature feels it’s young bolus of food finally plop into his churning belly. It was only a matter of time now before Marlee becomes a puddle of girl slop.

Marlee’s signal coming from inside that beast!

Marlee’s shipmate, Crystal Vega arrives to a disturbing scene.
I GOTA SAVE HER!

CHOOSE WHAT HAPPENS NEXT!

1. CRYSTAL SAVES MARLEE. THE TWO REGROUP AND FIND AN UNDERGROUND CAVERN WHERE THEY DISCOVER WHAT DESTROYED THEIR SHIP.

2. CRYSTAL AWAKENS THE BEAST BEFORE SHE CAN ATTACK. CRYSTAL IS DEFEATED AND EATEN, JOINING MARLEE IN THE CREATURE’S BELLY.

3. CRYSTAL ATTEMPTS TO SAVE MARLEE, BUT IS ATTACKED BY A DIFFERENT LARGE LIZARD WORM AND IS EATEN.

SEND ALL POLL RESPONSES TO:
PERILCOMICSPOLLS@YAHOO.COM

IN CASE WE HAVE MULTIPLE WINNING RESULTS, PLEASE ADD WHY YOU WOULD LIKE YOUR CHOICE TO WIN. GOOD EXPLANATIONS WILL HELP DECIDE A WINNER IN CASE OF A TIE.
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